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F/X...not so fantastic
Thrillers are supposed to be 

predictable to a point. You 
know the hero will somehow 

Hollywood always tries to get involved with some 
milk a craze for all its worth, nefarious scheme, he will be 
Certainly one of the more double crossed, someone close 
popular features in recent to him will be killed (or at least 
years has been special effects, hideously disfigured) he will 
and they have become a com- spend most of the movie runn- 
mon, often gratuitous, feature ing, and in the end he will kill 
of Hollywood film making, (or main or viciously insult) the 
F/X was apparently an at- man who doublecrossed him 
tempt to capitalize on that (shot his dog, wrote him a bad 
popularity by making a thriller cheque). 
whose use of special effects
went beyond utility to form this kind of predictabili-
he bras of the Plot. But trying matte,.The "thrill"

to achieve higher heights Is y j$ usug||y „ resu|, of

TV* bard on its fcce ^the dhr^o, m.^pula,»

and the result is even more., „ _r fuic the audiences expectations.K°mbLdhy sP3 effects5 Blood Sicple (1984) is a superb

Right from the beginning we example of this. The story is ex-
know something is a miss. The tremely simple: A man h res a

sleazy detective to kill his opening scene has a french- adultyerous wife We know
coated stranger massacre all from ^ ^ ^ either the

e pa ro ’ husband or the detective (or
gangs er-s y . . both) will probably be killed, ____________
camera draws back, and gosh ^ ^ ^ bably n.np but what he didn’t realize is
they re onlyhootmg a movie^ survive We know where we knowing (or thinking they something else aPP *b*j that he then should manipulate
It seems that things could o y ... Uq at the of the movie, but know) just enough of what is Even that wouldn them, frustrate them,
get better, but FIX manages o ^ doesn.t matter: what we going to happen to feel scared badd what was,^PPblgingdnd ANYTHING except satisfy
fizzle anyhow. reallv care about is how we for the heroes. been so predict * them. The result is a thriller

The story centres on Tyler wijj get tbere Through a series But all of this might have therefore so utterly or g. without a thrill, about a
(played by some actor w ose f mistaken identities, sudden been interesting had it not And this is the problem character we don’t care for.

couldnt bother to ce$ and disap- been such a slap-dash, scissors- F/X: we can always see what is
remember) who is the master Dearances and other standard and-paste bore. Characters are about to happen, and by go y,
creator of special effects for employed the thrown in and dropped, and it always does. The director
films. Tyler has all the depth o audjence js ieft jn an ex- circumstances and motivations seems to have learned tha you

puddle. He goes through the Sat^ state of "onfLon, ehange simply to facilitate have to set up expectations,
motions, but we never care 
what happens. When his
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tand we hope he’ll get shot 

we can go home.
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of an important gangster who A
is going .0 t«tify against Ws beaux -
erstwhile buddies in the mafia. Mean 
But, of course, it’s a double figj 
double-cross. The plot fails to 
become intricate, just con- 
volated.

As bad as main plot is, the 
subplot is even more tiresome.
We can only stand so many
gruff cops, bucking the system ___^ . ,x«
to get the job doneL And we Then, racing
can’t forget his bumbling part- Sumimn >.
ner who seems to get in the lenow om arme is a

than he makes

e mouth in^his >e \,
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A,though it was before mv
ber Don Messer's Jubilee* » remem u»hts of thi

way more ——-- , ' _*> a.. -
himself useful. There is the east astae, in I 
obligatory car-chase, the
helpful female computer V ney .
technician, the Justice Depart- recogn - - - 
ment bureaucrat who lived in periani 

1000-room mansion, and an 
assortment of other dull v^toTteauur»
characters drawn from the files 
of the stereotype department 
at some film company in 
Hollywood.
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